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- p h i l o s o p h y

stability

safety

service

innovation

precision

MADE
IN
GERMANY

The name is also our motto. Our entire company philo- 
sophy is incorporated within the name PERFECTA. 
This is because we are your perfect partner when 
comes to cutting systems – and have been so for  
120 years. 
PERFECTA Schneidemaschinenwerk ranks among 
the pioneers in the field of cutting technology and is 
now a global manufacturer of state-of-the-art high- 
performance machines for finishing. 
Our cutting systems stand out due to their absolute 
precision and quality made in Germany. In close 

cooperation with our clients we constantly develop 
new, innovative solutions. Day by day our staff apply 
their wealth of experience and expertise to further 
optimise the PERFECTA cutting systems and to 
make them a bit safer and more economical. 
Our commitment to quality also applies to the service. 
The customized and reliable service does not end with 
the commissioning of the machines. An experienced 
customer service team and international service part- 
ners are at your disposal at all times offering advice 
and support if you experience any malfunctions.

PERFECTA machines are in use worldwide in more 
than 70 countries and have proved themselves over 
many decades. Their reliability and performance gua- 
rantee seamless production sequences and the highest 
levels of product quality and thus also the success of 
our customers. 
In very close cooperation with them we constantly 
adapt the technologies to changed market require-
ments. For instance through the intelligent networking 
of the cutting systems and integration of the cutting 
technology within the workflow. By automating proces-

ses we also ensure that you will continue to be a cut 
above the rest in the future too. Ranging from stand- 
alone-machines to fully automated cutting systems, 
from small thru medium and large formats, we provide 
economical and robust solutions to cater for all custo-
mer requirements. 
Users delight in the superb cutting precision coupled 
with robust technology and simple operation. 
In addition to standardised, robust high speed cutters 
and networked cutting systems our product range also 
includes high-performance peripherals.

p r e c i s i o n  –  a n o t h e r  w o r d  f o r  p e r f e c t a b e s t  p e r f o r m a n c e  a n d  e a s y  o p e r a t i n g
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t h e  e c o l i n e  c o n c e p t

precis ion

The newly developed PERFECTA ECOLine stands out 
due to its particularly attractive cost-benefit ratio. The 
machine series that is based on the reliable and tried 
and tested PERFECTA technology facilitates economic 
cutting without any compromises in terms of the 
quality, reliability and safety. In the form of the ECOLine 
series we offer standardised, modular high speed 

Special knife bar carrier  
guide – a world first 
Slide guides that are coated 
on both sides ensure a 
virtually play-free and 
low-wear guidance of the 
blade carrier - a world first  
for high speed cutters.

Easy Operating
The use of non-contact sensors  
in the machine control facilitates 
easy operating. The knife change 
device with setting gauges means 
blade changes can be performed  
in a matter of minutes.

Solid design
The enclosed casting machine frame 
provides the cutting machines with  
the required stability. It facilitates  
the absorption of high forces and is 
extremely rigid. This ensures precise 
cutting results even when faced by  
the highest strains.

Safe application
The safety features used 
guarantees safe operation.
The installed electronics of 
renowned manufacturers 
complies with the highest 
standards and represents a 
base towards GS certification.

Precise cutting
The hydraulic clamp that can be set 
automatically with valve positioning 
monitoring guarantees high levels of 
cutting accuracy and fulfils highest 
safety standards.

Powerful performance
The two-sided calliper guide also 
guarantees under heavy loads and 
with heavy materials the parallelism 
of the backgauge to the cut line.  
A robust drive unit for the knife drive 
system ensures high cutting forces.

Precise positioning
The servo drive guarantees 
the precise positioning of  
the material being cut – this 
comes as standard in our 
cutting machines.

Feature Description Equipment

Process visualization
The graphic display of the cutting sequence  
on the control prevents miscuts.

Standard

Automatic clamp  
pressure setting 

automatic adjustment of the pressing  
force to the stack width

Standard

False clamp
For the avoidance of imprints through  
the pressing bar on the material

Standard

retractable table cover
Toolless  access to the rear table for service, maintenance 
and cleaning work

Standard

Separated table air
Manual and programmed separate switching on  
and off of the front and rear table air

Standard

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

c u t t i n g  p r e c i s i o n  a t  a n  a t t r a c t i v e  p r i c e

highest
cutting  

accuracy

cutters for industrial use in working widths of 78, 92, 115 
and 132 cm. The machines are robust and durable. The 
mechanical concept and design ensure durable cutting 
accuracy.
All the models have robust basic equipment and can  
be extended by means of standardised performance 
packages.
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performance+
The powerful cutting machines of the ECOLine series 
provide high levels of performance through their basic 
equipment and countless additional options alone.
Their efficiency levels can be increased even further 
through the automation and optimisation of the 
working steps before, during and after the cutting 
process. And with improvements of up to 250 per cent.
Using the PEFECTA lift, jogger and unloader peripheral 
devices the high speed cutters can be configured as 

PERFECTA ECOLine Lift
For the automatic lifting and 
lowering of the material being 
cut to the working height

PERFECTA ECOLine Jogger
For the precise edge alignment of the 
individual sheets to a cutting position  
in preparation for the cutting process

+points through  
PERFECTA peripherals:
+ higher material throughput
+ improved ergonomics
+ saving of high speed cutter capacity
= marked increase in performance

PERFECTA ECOLine Unloader
For the automatic unloading  
of the finished products onto 
pallets with a high stack quality

Additional false clamp Additional false clamp that differs from the standard width Optional

Carbide knife For longer knife service lives Optional

CIP 3/4 Processing of CIP3/4 data into cutting programs Optional

Barcode Reader For the automatic opening of existing cutting  
programs using barcodes Optional

100 %

+ 25 %
performance

125
+ 50 %

performance

150

+ 150 %
performance

250
+ 175 %

performance

275

+ 250 %
performance

350

Cutting 
machine

performance increase

systems

t h e  e c o l i n e  c o n c e p t

t h r o u g h  p e r f e c t a  p e r i p h e r a l s

standard cutting systems. This additional equipment 
accelerates the cutting process and reduces the 
physical strain on the operator.
Five different performance packages can be selected  
for the system configuration. Depending on the re- 
quirements in terms of the material and volume to  
be processed, different automation stages and per- 
formances can be attained in this way.
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e a s y  t o u c h  s c r e e n  o p e r a t i o n

The ECOLine cutting machine can be operated easily 
and without any complications by virtue of a novel 
operating concept.
It is operated via a 18.5” format touch screen. The clear 
graphic display with icons makes its operation intuitive 
and efficient for the user. Numerous special features 
provide additional convenience. The intelligent self-dia-
gnosis function with error detection and automatic 

Main menu
Easy operation via the main menu with a clearly structu-
red userinterface and familiar, self-explanatory icons. 
Tabular programming with process visualization for the 
current program step and the entire sequence.

3D animation
World first: Vivid operator guidance by means of  
3D-animations for maintenance and service work on  
the guillotine including instructions for knife changing.

User accounts
Option of personalised log-in using user accounts.
The configuration of the high speed cutter permits  
operation at various authorisation levels.

easy operating

t h e  e c o l i n e  c o n c e p t

monitoring of maintenance and service intervals for the 
lubrication and the changing of knives and cutting sticks 
also contribute towards the ease of use of the machine.
Mechanical settings such as the knife cut through, the 
state of the overload safety device and the average setting 
are monitored by sensors. The operating instructions, help 
texts and spare parts catalogue are integrated within the 
control device.

Perfecta ECO Line Jogger
Everything at a glance: All the settings can be  
conveniently performed using the operator terminal.

easy operating PERFECTA peripherals
The peripherals can also be operated easily and conveniently. 
The control elements are ergonomically arranged and easily 
accessible. All the settings can be harmoniously integrated 
within the working process in this way.

Perfecta ECO Line Unloader
Touch screen operation with 
clear icons, ergonomic ope- 
ration through the remote 
starting of the unloading 
process, automatic format 
detection by means of  
a light barrier.

Perfecta ECO Line Lift
Can be set directly and flexibly: Time delay with visual 
display by a counter display, tool-free pivoting control 
arm for paging.
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high speed cutter +  l ift

performance 125 78 92 115 132
max. sheet size [mm] 620 × 900 620 × 900 840 × 1 270 840 × 1 270

  

p e r f o r m a n c e  1 2 5 p e r f o r m a n c e  1 5 0

Suitable for
the cutting of unprinted materials
Small to medium-sized volumes
One man operation

Recommended Option
Carbide knife

Lift
Automatic lifting of the material  
being cut to the working height

High speed cutter
Manual alignment of the sheets to a cutting pile
Manual transportation of the material that has already 
been cut from the guillotine 

Suitable for 
the cutting of unprinted materials 
Small to medium-sized volumes
One man operation

Recommended Option
Carbide knife

Lift 1
Automatic lifting of the material  
being cut to the working height

High speed cutter
Manual alignment of the sheets to a cutting pile
 Manual transportation of the material that has already 
been cut from the high speed cutter 

Lift 2
Automatic lowering of the material  
that has been ready cut

high speed cutters +  2×lift

performance 150 78 92 115 132
max. sheet size [mm] 620 × 900 620 × 900 840 × 1270 840 × 1270

•  Material being cut is 
automatically brought 
to the working height

•  Products that have ready 
cut are automatically 
lowered

•  Products can be  
accurately aligned  
at the stacking aid

+ 25 % + 50 %
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high speed cutter +  l ift  
+  jogger

  

p e r f o r m a n c e  2 5 0 p e r f o r m a n c e  2 7 5

Suitable for
the cutting of printed materials
Medium volume
One/two man operation

Recommended Option
Carbide knife
CIP 4

Lift
Automatic lifting of the material  
being cut to the working height

Jogger
Automatic alignment  
of the sheets to a cutting pile

High speed cutter
Cutting
Manual transportation of the material that  
has been ready cut from the guillotine
Manual placing down/transportation of  
the material that has been ready cut 

Suitable for
the cutting of printed materials
Medium volumes
One/two man operation

Recommended Option
Carbide knife
CIP 4

Lift 1
Automatic lifting of the material  
being cut to the working height

Jogger
Automatic alignment  
of the sheets to a cutting pile

High speed cutter
Cutting
Manual transportation of the material that  
has been ready cut from the high speed cutter

Lift 2
Automatic placing down of the material  
that has been ready cut

high speed cutter +  2×lift 
+  jogger

performance 250 115 132
max. sheet size [mm] 750 × 1050 750 × 1050

performance 275 115 132
max. sheet size [mm] 750 × 1050 750 × 1050

•  Automatic alignment of  
the sheets to a cutting pile

•  Aligning and stacking takes 
place outside the high  
speed cutter, in the case  
of two-man operation in 
parallel with the cutting 
process

•  Increasing of the  
effective cutting time

•  Handling operations  
are shifted from the  
cutting machine

•  Two man operation is 
possible for additional 
performance increases

+ 150 % + 175 %
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high speed cutter +  l ift
+  jogger +  unloader

 

p e r f o r m a n c e  3 5 0

Suitable for
the cutting of printed materials
medium to high volumes
One /two man operation

Recommended Option
Carbide knife
CIP 4

Lift1
Automatic lifting of the material  
being cut to the working height

Jogger
Automatic alignment of the  
sheets to a cutting pile

High speed cutter
Cutting
Manual transportation of the material that  
has already been cut from the high speed cutter

Unloader
Automatic unloading of the material  
that has been ready cut onto a pallet

performance 350 115 132
max. sheet size [mm] 750 × 1050 750 × 1050

•  Automatic alignment and 
placing down of the 
finished products onto  
a pallet

•  Unloading takes place in 
parallel with the cutting 
process

+ 250 % E C O  L I N E 78 92 115 132
Cutting table width 800 mm 920 mm 1150 mm 1370 mm

Backgauge return speed 300 mm/s 300 mm/s 300 mm/s 300 mm/s

Maximum clamp opening 130 mm 130 mm 165 mm 165 mm

Max clamp opening with false clamp 123 mm 123 mm 157 mm 157 mm

Useful rear table length 780 mm 920 mm 1150 mm 1450 mm

Smallest cut 20 mm 25 mm 25 mm 25 mm

Knife cycle rate 45 min-1 45 min-1 45 min-1 45 min-1

Clamping force 1,5–37 kN 1,5–37 kN 1,5–55 kN 1,5–55 kN

Main drive power 4 kW 4 kW 4 kW 4 kW

Voltage 400V/50Hz 400V/50Hz 400V/50Hz 400V/50Hz

Input 6kVA 6kVA 6kVA 6kVA

Prefuse 25A 25A 25A 25A

78 92 115 132 
g 800 mm 920 mm 1150 mm 1370 mm
h 690 mm 690 mm 740 mm 740 mm
i 1961 mm 2081 mm 2475 mm 2695 mm

k 852 mm 852 mm 920 mm 920 mm

78 92 115 132
a 2010 mm 2130 mm 2732 mm 2952 mm
b 1595 mm 1595 mm 1675 mm 1675 mm
c 900 mm 900 mm 900 mm 900 mm
d 509 mm 509 mm 550 mm 550 mm
e 130 mm 130 mm  41 mm  41 mm
f 85 mm 85 mm 200 mm 200 mm

Top viewFront view

performance features & dimensions



PERFECTA Schneidemaschinenwerk GmbH Bautzen
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